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Notice: Fraudulent Websites Alert
Value Partners Group Limited (“Value Partners” or the “Group”) would like to alert its
clients and members of the public to recent cases of fraudulent activity.
It has been brought to our attention that three separate websites have been fraudulently using
the identity of Value Partners Group Limited without our consent.
In the first instance, a fraudulent website with the URL 806.hk/ purports to provide a
platform for investors without trading accounts to buy shares of Value Partners Group and
asks Internet users to input personal information including cellphone numbers and emails.
Please see below a screen cap of the website for your reference.
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The fraudulent website also appears on the Chinese search engine Baidu under searches for
“惠理”, “惠理集团” and “惠理基金.”

A second fraudulent website with the URL https://www.vaicl.com/login.html deceivingly
poses as the website of Value Partners Group and requires Internet users to register with a
cellphone number to gain access. The website has lifted content from the Group’s official
website, including our company logo, office address and the names and photos of our board
of directors. A screen cap of the website is provided below for your reference.
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Another fraudulent website with the URL http://www.taozhiyin.cn/mobile/register.php also
operates in a similar manner by deceivingly posing as the website of Value Partners Group
and asking Internet users to register with a cellphone number to gain access. The website also
provides a fake WeChat account and service hotline as contact points. Please see below a
screen cap of the website for your reference.

The cases have been reported to authorities for further investigation, and we are exploring
potential legal action.
We would like to caution the public to keep vigilant and notify the police if you think you
may be a victim of any scam or fraudulent activity.
If anyone has any concerns or doubts about an individual, platform or entity’s affiliation with
Value Partners, please verify with us by sending an email to enquiry@vp.com.hk or calling
(852) 2880 9263.
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